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We present a novel method for estimating the power of sequential CMOS circuits.
Symbolic probabilistic power estimation with an enumerated state space is used to
estimate the average power switched by the circuit. This approach is more accurate than
simulation based methods. Automatic circuit partitioning and state space exploration
provide improvements in run-time and storage requirements over existing approaches.
Circuits are automatically partitioned to improve the execution time and to allow larger
circuits to be processed. Spatial correlation is dealt with by minimizing the cutset
between partitions which tends to keep areas of reconvergent fanout in the same
partition. Circuit partitions can be recombined using our combinational estimation
methods which allow the exploitation of knowledge of probabilities of the circuit inputs.
We enumerate the state transition graph (STG) incrementally using state space
exploration methods developed for formal verification. Portions of the STG are
generated on an as-needed basis, and thrown away after they are processed. BDDs are
used to compactly represent similar states. This saves significant space in the storage of
the STG. Our results show that modeling the state space is imperative for accurate
power estimation of sequential circuits, partitioning saves time, and incremental state
space exploration saves storage space. This allows us to process larger circuits than
would otherwise be possible.
Keywords: Power estimation; Low power design; Binary decision diagrams; Design automation

1. INTRODUCTION

enumerated state space to estimate the average
power dissipated by the circuit. This approach is
more accurate than simulation based methods
which are biased depending on their starting state
or states.

We present an accurate way to estimate average
power dissipation in sequential CMOS circuits.
We use symbolic power estimation with an
*Corresponding author, e-mail: mel@ece.neu.edu
e-mail: vohm@sequencedesign.com
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Our approach differs from similar approaches in
two important ways. We enumerate the state
transition graph (STG) incrementally using the
state space exploration method [2] developed for
formal verification. This saves significant space in
the storage of the STG. In addition, we use
automatic circuit partitioning which speeds up the
run-time for power estimation. Combining incremental state space exploration with partitioning
allows us to accurately estimate larger sequential
circuits than was previously possible.
Our approach is similar to cell-based estimation,
which has previously been applied to combinational circuits [6]. It differs in that we partition
circuits automatically. This results in a more
accurate estimation because partitions are generated to provide the best size for power estimation
and do not depend on the size of a gate or
macrocell.
Our work is similar to other sequential probabilistic power estimation, but is more accurate,
while addressing issues of efficiency. For example,
Monteiro et al. [7] construct the complete
STG and compute state probabilities using the
Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. They restrict
themselves to circuits with a smaller number of
flip-flops than we can handle. Chou and Roy [3]
build an extended STG structure that includes
primary input vectors in the states. This extended
STG is considerably larger than a normal STG,
which greatly increases the required storage space
and the computation for finding state probabilities. Other researchers [9, 10] accommodate larger
STGs by unrolling the circuit a few cycles to
approximate the correlation. Tsui et al. [10] use
Chapman-Kolmogorov to compute probabilities,
while Schneider et al. [9] use Boolean equations.
Najm et al. [8] run a Monte Carlo logic simulation
on the sequential circuit to collect the signal
and transition probabilities of the next-state lines,
which are then fed into their combinational
estimator. Our method is more accurate than these
because it builds the whole STG; it requires less
storage because the STG is built incrementally.
In Section 2 we describe combinational power
estimation, which is used for sequential estimation.

In Section 3 we describe the techniques used for
sequential estimation. Our sequential method
builds a STG for a circuit using state space
exploration, calculates transition probabilities
and switched capacitance for each STG edge,
determines state probabilities using ChapmanKolmogorov, then estimates power averaged over
the STG. In Section 4 we discuss ways to improve
on the basic algorithms to make the approach
more efficient in both time and space. Results are
presented in Section 5.

2. COMBINATIONAL POWER

ESTIMATION

We estimate average power dissipated in combinational circuits by deriving a behavior graph and
then computing the average dissipated power of
that graph. We use the behavior graph to find
average power dissipated over any or all possible
input vector combinations. Large circuits are
partitioned and behavior graphs are formed for
each subcircuit, and the power estimate is computed hierarchically. Spatial correlation is dealt
with by minimizing the cutset between partitions
which tends to keep areas of reconvergent fanout
in the same partition.
2.1. Behavior Graph

In the behavior graph, each vertex represents the
state of the circuit or partition when it is subjected
to a particular input vector(s). This is represented
as a circuit vector of Booleans which are the values
on the gate outputs. Figure shows a circuit, its
truth table grouped by circuit vectors, and the
corresponding behavior graph. Multiple input
vectors that result in the same circuit vector are a
compatible set of input vectors and are stored with
the vertex. State 10 has a compatible input set of
001, 011 and 101, as all three of these input vectors
produce the same logic values on circuit nodes d

and e.
The edges in the behavior graph represent
possible transitions from state to state. In a purely
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FIGURE

Behavior graph example.

combinational circuit, the behavior graph is
completely connected. Between every state and j
(including the case i--j) there exists an edge, ei, j.
Associated with each ei, j is a capacitance Ci, j that
represents the capacitance switched in the traversal
from state to state j. Ci, j is

Cij

Z (xi(k) D xj(k))Cgfanoutk.

Co..

(1)

kGN

where N is the set of all gate outputs in the circuit,
xi(k) is the logical value on gate output k in state i,
Cg is the default gate capacitance, and fanoutk is
the fanout of gate k.

2.2. Partitioning

Power estimation based on behavior graphs has
many advantages. The behavior graph contains all
essential information for determining switching
activity, and once a behavior graph has been
generated, power estimation is fast and accurate.
Behavior graph formation is accomplished by
evaluating the state of all gates in the circuit for
every possible input, and as a result, is exponential
in the number of circuit inputs, which leads to long

We solve this problem by partitioning
the circuit, then building behavior graphs for the
subcircuits. This results in fast run times with a
minimal loss of accuracy.
Our goals in partitioning are to minimize the
cutset between partitions and to keep the partitions relatively balanced. Minimizing the cutset
corresponds to minimizing the number of nets
between partitions, which in turn corresponds to
minimizing the amount of spatial correlation data
lost. We hierarchically partition the circuit until all
partitions are at or below a size that results in
efficient power estimation.
Reconvergent fanout results when two or more
inputs to a gate are functions of the same signal.
Figure 2 shows a circuit with two incidences of
reconvergent fanout. Minimizing the cutset tends
to keep reconvergent portions of the circuit in the
same partition, as they frequently manifest themselves as well-connected components. This helps to
improve accuracy as highly correlated signals are
kept in the same partition and weakly correlated
signals are separated. Keeping the partitions
balanced prevents the execution time from being
dominated by one partition that is significantly
larger than the others.
run times.
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Here V is the set of states in the behavior graph,
Ci, j is as described in Eq. (1), and Pi is the state
probability of state i, as described in the next
section. The Cavg values for all the behavior graphs
are summed to get Cavg,totat which is the average
capacitance switched over all possible input vector
pairs.
FIGURE 2 Circuit with reconvergent fanout.

2.4. State Probabilities

To achieve these goals we partition the circuit
using the ratio-cut algorithm [11]. Ratio-cut is a
modification of the Kernighan-Lin algorithm [4]
for variable-sized partitions. Rather than minimizing the cutset while perfectly bisecting the graph, it
seeks to minimize

R(AB)

CAB

IAI x IBI

2.3. Power Estimation

The average dissipated power in a circuit or
subcircuit is computed from the corresponding
behavior graph. To compute the average power
dissipation of the circuit, we use:

-

Vlcl2 fctk Cavg,total

Pi-

Z H a,

where a

{p(k)p(k)

if xj(k)otherwise

jlik=l

Ii is the compatible set of input vectors for state i,
the number of primary inputs to the circuit
or subcircuit, p(k) is the signal probability of
primary input k, and xj(k) is the logic value on
primary input k in input vector j. The state
ninp is

probability of state is the probability that the
circuit (or subcircuit) will be in state at any given
time. The signal probability of gate k is the
probability that the logic value on gate k is equal
to 1. The signal probability of a primary input is
the probability that the input is 1.
In the case where all values of p(i) are 0.5 (all
input vectors are equally probable), Eq. (5)
reduces to

(3)
Pi-

For each behavior graph we compute Cag, the
weighted sum of the capacitance switched over
each edge in the behavior graph:

Cavg

nnp

(2)

where CA is the size of the cutset of the partitions and IAI and IBI are the numbers of nodes in
graph partitions A and B, respectively. Where
Kernighan-Lin requires the graph to be exactly
bisected, ratio-cut allows the sizes of the partitions to be changed. This allows the algorithm to
find a smaller cutset without producing severely
unbalanced partitions.

Pave,

The state probability of state i, Pi is simply the
probability that the circuit will be in state at any
given time. The sum of all the state probabilities is
equal to 1. The general equation for the state
probability of state is:

ZpiPjCij

iE VjE V

(4)

II otl

(6)

where IIotl is the number of possible input vectors.
This will be the case for unpartitioned combinational circuits when we assume that all input
values are equally probable. Our approach can
also be used where the probability of different
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inputs is known. This allows us to process circuits
hierarchically.
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subcircuit that contains the corresponding gate.
The input probabilities of that behavior graph
must have been already computed as well. The
equation for the signal probability for gate
output j is:

2.5. Power Estimation of Partitioned Circuits

We evaluate power hierarchically, based on knowledge of the signal probabilities of the inputs to the
behavior graph. We assume that the probabilities
of the primary inputs of the circuit are provided.
We use the default value of 0.5 for primary input
probabilities if no knowledge of the environment

Xi(j).
-[ Pi"
V

P(J)

of the circuit is given. Ca,,g is evaluated from the
behavior graph of a circuit or subcircuit when
the signal probabilities are available for all the
primary inputs of the subcircuit. Some of the
primary inputs of a subcircuit may be outputs of
gates from other subcircuits. For example, the
output of gate D in Figure 3(a) is the output of
subcircuit p2 and an input to subcircuit p l. Note
that D is duplicated in p as a primary input to
that subcircuit.
The signal probabilities of subcircuit inputs
are computed from the behavior graph of the

(7)

where xe(j) is the logic value of gate output j in
state and Pi is the state probability for state
described above. The signal probabilities are
stored in a probability vector as they are computed.
The behavior graphs need to be processed in
order of dependencies. To visualize this, we can
form a directed graph of the subcircuits with edges
representing dependencies. Figure 3(c) is such a
representation of the circuit partitioning represented in Figures 3(a)-(b). As such a graph is
acyclic, it is straightforward to process each
behavior graph as the probability information
required becomes available. In the case of a circuit
like the one shown in Figures 3(d)-(0 that has

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

FIGURE 3 Partitioning examples (dotted arrows indicate dependencies).
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cyclic dependencies, we need to do some additional
work.
The following pseudocode shows how we
can evaluate Cavg for all behavior graphs not
involved in cyclic dependencies. We start by
forming a list of all the behavior graphs called
bgraph_list.
while BGRAPH_LIST decreasing in size
for each BGRAPH in BGRAPH LIST
if all signal probabilities on
inputs are available
compute input probabilities
for BGRAPH
compute Cavg of BGRAPH and add to

Cavg, total
compute signal probabilities
for other signals and store
in probability vector
remove BGRAPH from BGRAPH LIST

For a circuit with no cyclic dependencies, the
above procedure is sufficient to compute Cavg, total
for the entire circuit. Otherwise, bgraph_list will
contain all the behavior graphs of subcircuits
within cycles. To find the remaining Cavg values,
we guess the unavailable signal probabilities
(starting with a value of 0.5) and looping over all
the behavior graphs until the signal probabilities
converge. Convergence is achieved when all the
elements of the probability vector vary by less than
0.01% in successive iterations.

3. SEQUENTIAL POWER ESTIMATION

Sequential power estimation builds on combinational power estimation and adds models for
latches and state transitions. Figure 4 shows our
sequential circuit model. When we analyze the
combinational portion of a sequential circuit, we
treat the present state lines as if they were
combinational primary inputs, and the next state
lines as combinational outputs, and use combinational power estimation.
We use a STG to represent a circuit. Each vertex
in a STG is a state and is associated with a binary
code that corresponds to the values of the present
state lines. Edges correspond to possible transitions from one state to another and are associated
with one or more input vectors. The circuit vector
of a sequential circuit depends on the input vector
and the previous state. Figure 5 shows an example
of a sequential circuit and its state transition
diagram.
Sequential power estimation consists of the
following steps: the states of the STG are
enumerated, transition probabilities and switched
capacitances are calculated for each STG edge,
state probabilities are found, and power is
averaged over the STG. In the rest of this section,
we describe these steps in more detail.
3.1. Building the State Transition Graph

We build the STG using state space exploration [2],
guess 0.5 for all unavailable
signal probabilities
while probability vector has not
converged
for each BGRAPH in BGRAPH LIST
compute input probabilities for
BGRAPH

compute signal probabilities
for other signals

a form of breadth-first search. Instead of having
the graph structure already available, we derive it
incrementally using the transition relation, which is

Present

Primary

N

State:/
.\

Next

State,

Com_btnational
Logic

Inputs_
Clock

for each BGRAPH in BGRAPH LIST
compute Cavgo f BGRAPH and add to

Cavg, total

Primary Outputs

FIGURE 4 Sequential circuit model.
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FIGURE 5 State transition diagram example.

derived from the circuit description. The transition
relation is a list of Binary Decision Diagrams
(BDDs), one for each next state variable, whose
variables are the present state variables and the
primary inputs. To find all of the possible next
states, we evaluate each BDD in the transition
relation with the current values of the present state
variables. These partially evaluated BDDs are then
in terms of the primary inputs to the circuit. From
these, we derive the next states and the input
vectors associated with them.
As edges in the STG are discovered, their
transition probabilities can be computed from
the signal probabilities of the primary inputs,
which are either provided by the user or assumed
to be 0.5. We store the transition probabilities in a
matrix indexed by source and destination states.
From the states of the edge and the input vectors,
we construct a partial circuit vector with the
present and next state values. The logical values on
the other circuit nodes are unknown, so we record
them as don’t cares. The partial circuit vector and
the compatible set of input vectors are stored with
the edge for use later when we compute the
switched capacitance.

3.2. Markov Processes and Steady-state
Probabilities

We need to know the steady-state and transition
probabilities to estimate the power. We compute

the transition probabilities as we construct the
STG. To find the steady-state probabilities, we use
a technique from Markov process analysis called
limiting state probabilities. Limiting state probabilities are derived from n-step transition probabilities. The 1-step transition probability, p0(1)
(or p#) is defined as the probability that the STG
will transition from state to state j in one time
step, and is computed directly from the signal
probabilities of the primary inputs. The n-step
transition probability, po(n) is the probability that
the STG will transition from state to state j in n
time steps. We compute it from a modified version
of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation: p/(n)=
k pik(n- 1)pj.
In the STGs of practical circuits, we observe
that as n grows, pij(n) becomes independent of
both n and and converges to the steady-state
probability Pj, which is the probability that the
STG will be in state j at any given time.
At this point, each edge in the STG is associated
with one or more partial circuit vectors. Multiple
circuit vectors for a single edge (i,j) occur when
more than one primary input vector applied to the
circuit in state result in a transition to state j. The
next step is to fill in the don’t cares so we can
compute the switched capacitance. We use our
combinational circuit estimation method which
represents each partition of the circuit as a
separate behavior graph. The brute-force method
for this is to intersect each partial sequential circuit
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vector with every circuit vector in every behavior
graph. We use a more efficient method called
circuit vector recombination that is described in
Section 4.1. Vectors whose intersections contain
clashes between ones and zeros represent an
invalid state in the circuit and are discarded. As
partial sequential circuit vectors fully specify the
primary circuit inputs and the present state lines,
each partial sequential circuit vector will produce
one fully defined circuit vector and corresponding
input vector after the intersection operation.

3.3. Computing Switched Capacitance
Switched capacitance in an STG depends on edgeto-edge information. We associate a single capacitance with each edge (i,j) in the STG, which is a
weighted average of all edge-to-edge transitions
that originate at (i,j). Some edges may have
multiple circuit vectors corresponding to multiple
sets of gate outputs that represent the transition
from state to state j.
Figure 6 shows a portion of an STG where some
edges have multiple circuit vectors. We define the
switched capacitance between two circuit vectors:

C/jm0gn

Cg(fanout. [$rijm ( Stjkn])

(8)

where Vijm is the ruth circuit vector on edge (i,j), vjk.
is the nth circuit vector on edge (j, k), and Cqm,ign is
the capacitance switched when the state machine
transitions from state to j to k via those circuit
vectors.

For the example in Figure 6 we compute the
total average switched capacitance for edge (i,j)
with:

Cij

P/jl

(Pjk Cijl,jkl "J- Pjk Cijl ,jk

+ njlCij’,jl + PjmCijl,jm)
+ (Pig’ Cii2,jkl + Pik Cij2,jk
+
+
PO Pii’ + Pij

(9)
(10)

We compute the total average switched capacitance for edge (i,j) with:

(11)
where

Pii

E Pijn

(12)

is the total transition probability for the edge (i,j).
Along with the steady-state probabilities, the
switched capacitance values are used to compute
Cavg the weighted sum of the switched capacitance
switched over all edges in the STG:

Cavg

E Pi ZpiiCi
is

(13)

jS

This accounts for the power dissipated due to
combinational logic. We also must account for
power dissipated by flip-flops. To do this we
compute the power for each of the four possible
transitions (0, 0) (0, 1) (1,0) (1, 1) for a standard
size flip-flop, and add them into the computation
of the switched capacitance where appropriate.

4. IMPROVING SEQUENTIAL

ESTIMATION

In this section we describe techniques to imFIGURE 6 Capacitance computation example.

prove on sequential estimation as described in
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Section 3. We use a more efficient technique to
recombine circuit vectors. To improve on the
efficiency in space and time of the power computation for sequential circuits, we use incremental
state-space exploration to reduce the storage
requirement, and circuit partitioning to reduce
runtime.
4.1. Circuit Vector Recombination

Previously, we mentioned that filling in the don’t
cares of the partial sequential circuit vectors can be
done by brute-force circuit recombination. This
requires intersecting the partial sequential circuit
vector associated with a STG edge with every
circuit vector in every behavior graph, and is too
expensive for large circuits. Some recombination is
required for sequential power estimation to
associate the sequential circuit vectors with the
combinational ones. We use a tertiary search tree
for this.
When we execute brute-force recombination of
a partial sequential circuit vector with a behavior
graph, we treat the behavior graph as if it were
simply a list of circuit vectors with no regard to the
graph structure itself. We start with the initial
partial sequential circuit vector and conduct a
trial intersection with each circuit vector in the
behavior graph until we find a valid result. We
replace the initial sequential circuit vector with the
new result and intersect it until we find a another
valid result. This process continues until all of
the circuit vectors in the behavior graph are
exhausted.
For real circuits, we find that the vast majority
of circuit vector intersections do not yield a valid
result. Our goal in formulating an algorithm to
speed up this process involves substantially reducing the number of useless intersection operations
without missing any of the necessary ones. We
accomplish this by restructuring the list of
behavior graph circuit vectors into a tertiary
search tree such that we can quickly locate the
circuit vectors that are useful and ignore most of
the ones that are not.
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4.1.1. Building the Tertiary Search Tree

Each circuit node represented in a circuit vector
can take on one of three logical values: ’0’, ’1’ or
’X’ (don’t care). In a tertiary search tree, each level
of the tree is associated with the index of the circuit
vector. The root (the first level) of the tree
represents the first circuit node, the second level
the second circuit node and so on. Each node in the
tree has three outgoing edges, each corresponding
to one of the three logical values the circuit node
for that level can take on.
Building the tertiary search tree for a set of
circuit vectors is a recursive procedure. The
procedure is passed the current list of circuit
vectors and a vector index. The circuit vector list is
divided into three lists-which list a circuit vector
is added to depends on the logical value at the
vector index. A new node is created and the three
circuit vector lists are passed on to three more calls
of the procedure with the index incremented. The
new node is connected to those three results and
the node is returned. A tertiary search tree built to
the full depth of the length of the circuit vector will
usually have far more terminal nodes than there
are circuit vectors. We choose to terminate
building a branch when the circuit vector list has
only one vector left. We also avoid building empty
terminal nodes by not recursing when the vector
list is empty. Figure 7 shows the pseudo-code for
this procedure and Figure 8 shows an example
tertiary tree for a set of partial circuit vectors.

4.1.2. Recombination with Tertiary Search

Trees

In the previous section, we described the construction of a tertiary search tree for a set of partial
circuit vectors. Note that tertiary search trees are
built very similarly to binary search trees: the don’t
cares are treated the same way as ’0’ and ’1’ values.
When we search one of these trees, however, we
consider the don’t cares as a special case.
If we were to treat the don’t care as a literal
logical value, when we searched a tree with a new
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node MAKE_Tlgg(bgraph B Graph)
1 return MAKE-TREENODE(VECTORLIST_FROM_BGRAPH(BGraph, 1)
node MAKE_TREENODE(list vectorlist, integer index)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

list

H, L, X

node parent NEW_NODE(index)
if SIzE(vectorlis 0
1
parent.vectors vectorlist
return parent
else
for each vec E vectorlist
switch (vec[index])
case ’1’:

APPEND(H, vec)
case 0’:

APPEND(L, vec)
case ’X’:

APPESD(X, vec)
if (H) parent.high MAKE_TREENODE(H, em index+l)
if (L) parent.low MAKE_TREENODE(L, index+l)
if (X) parent.x MAKE_TREENODE(X, index+l)
return parent
FIGURE 7 Pseudo-code for tertiary tree formation.

1234567
0 X X 0 1X 1
0 X X 1 1X 0
1 0 X 0 lX 1
lOX llXO
1 lX X 0 X 1

FIGURE 8 Example tertiary tree.

circuit vector, we would simply follow the path
that corresponds to the values of that vector that
returns one partial circuit vector when the terminal
node is reached. Because the don’t care can take on

a ’0’ or ’1’ value, we need to follow more than one
path to get all of the possible andidate vectors. In
addition, a ’0’ or ’1’ in the new vector can also
intersect with vectors in the ’X’ branch of the tree.
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list TRAVERSE_TREE(node current_node, vector vec, vectorlist result, int index)
if (TERMINAL(current_node))
return current_node, vectors
switch (vec[index])
case: ’1’:

APPEND(result, TRAVERSE_TREE(current_node.high, vec, result, index+l))
APPEND(result, TRAVERSE_TREE(current_node.x, vec, result, index+l))
case: ’0’:

APPEND(result,
APPEND(result,
case: ’X’
APPEND(result,
APPEND(result,
APPEND(result,

TRAVERSE_TREE(current_node.low, vec, result, index+l))
TRAVERSE_TREE(current_node.x, vec, result, index+l))
TRAvERSE_TREE(current_node.high, vec, result, index+l))
TRAVERSE_TREE(current_node.low, vec, result, index+l))
TRAVERSE_TREE(current_node.x, vec, result, index-t-I))

return result
FIGURE 9 Pseudocode for searching a tertiary tree.

The search procedure will return a list of all of
the vectors that could successfully intersect with
the circuit vector in question. Figure 9 shows the
pseudocode for the search procedure.
Though there is quite likely to be many more
vectors in the result list than will successfully
intersect, the size of this list is typically much less
than the number that would be intersected by the
brute-force method. Figure 10 shows the result of
using tertiary search trees for several sequential
circuits. The x-axis is the normalized partition size
and the y-axis is the number of actual intersections
performed divided by the number of intersections
that would have been required using the brute
force method. We find that for unpartitioned
circuits, the number of intersections is reduced by
over 80%. For reasonable numbers of partitions
(up to four, in these examples) that there is still
reasonable improvement.
4.2. Partitioning in Power Estimation

enough speed improvement that the cost in lost
accuracy is acceptable. In unpartitioned estimation, with each edge we stored a list of pairs. Each
pair consists of a circuit vector/input vector
combination and the transition probability for
each. When we include circuit partitions, we store
a list of these pairs for each circuit partition. Some
recombination is still required to combine the
sequential circuit vector with each behavior graph.
When we fill in the probability matrix we will
already have an edge’s total transition probability
when we intersect it with the first behavior graphall of the circuit inputs are already accounted for
in the partial sequential circuit vector.
The switched capacitance computation is similar
to the recombined case. We compute the switched
capacitance for each partition and add each value
into the capacitance matrix as they are computed.
At this point, limiting state probability and total
power dissipation computation are computed the
same way as for unpartitioned and recombined
circuits.

In combinational estimation of partitioned circuits, we avoided recombination due to the
complexity. As a result, we also expect to lose a
certain degree of accuracy by neglecting some
correlation in the circuit. We experimented with
estimating the power in sequential circuits without
recombination to determine if there is a significant

4.3. State-space Exploration

A third problem, that must be addressed is the
storage requirements of enumerating and saving
the entire STG. While our method clearly requires
the full enumeration of the STG, there is no
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FIGURE 10 Circuit vector intersection improvement with tertiary search trees.

critical reason to have the entire STG available in
memory for power estimation. Transition probabilities are computed directly from the STG
edges-having other edges available in memory
at the same time is not required. Computing the
switched capacitance for an edge (i,j), however,
requires both the edge (i,j) and all of is outgoing
edges. Other than that, nothing else is needed. We
therefore use a modification to state-space exploration called incremental state space exploration
(ISSE). This method involves generating new
edges and nodes in the STG as we need them,
then discarding them when no longer required.
During ISSE we maintain three lists of states
called tiers. The first tier is a list of one or more
states in the STG. The second tier is a list of all of

the next states from all of the states in the first tier.
Note that the second tier may contain states that
are also in the first tier, which would be the case if
one or more states in the first tier has an outgoing
edge that points back to itself. Similarly the third
tier contains all of the subsequent states to the
states in the second tier. Only three tiers of states
are required to be held in memory at any given
time, allowing us to discard unnecessary states and
hence save storage.
In addition to the three tier lists, we also
maintain a data structure in which we indicate
which STG edges have already had their capacitances computed. This prevents the procedure
from re-processing any states that have already
been done. Each state in the STG also has a value
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associated with it that indicates how many tier lists
the state is currently in, which is used to determine
which states are still needed and which are not.

5. RESULTS

We ran a number of experiments on both
combinational and sequential circuits to show the
efficacy of our approach. These results of these
examples are given in this section.
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5.1. Combinational Results

Our power modeling and estimation algorithm
was implemented on a Sun Ultrasparc in C. We
ran trials on several circuits to evaluate the
complexity of behavior graph formation with
and without partitioning. We also measured
runtimes for power estimation and the accuracy
of power estimation in the presence of partitioning. In Figures l(a) and (b) and Table I we
show the execution times of the behavior graph

8-bit RC adder

8-to-1

priority decoder
parity gen/chk

io..

"’,.

". . . . "

priority decoder
parity gen/chk

Z

"o-’

................
Number of partitions

(a)

Behavior Graph Formation

Numb

(small

(b) Power Estimation (small circuits)

circuits)

..o

c2670
c6288
b

rot
X3

Ntnnl:)m’

partilks

(c) Behavior Graph Formation (larger

(d) Power Estimation (larger circuits)

circuits)
FIGURE 11 Program execution times (in ms).
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TABLE

Program execution times (in ms)
2 parts

part

8 parts

16 parts

Description

Gates

bgr

pwr

bgr

pwr

bgr

pwr

bgr

pwr

bgr

8-bit RC adder
4-bit lookahead adder
8-to-1 mux
8-bit priority decoder
8-bit parity generator

60
35
23
33
92

76E3
800
950
170
12E4

10E6
810
40
500
13E7

928
450
940
78
1657

3318
130
200
38
10475

115
350
455
45
332

123
100
112
20
258

55
155
70
38
137

42
65
33
18
60

125
125
75
38
108

Circuit

adder8
fastadd4
mux81
pridec
parity

4 parts

pwr

TABLE II Program execution times (bgraph formation/power estimation, in ms)
ISCAS85 benchmarks
Partitions

32
64
108
164
200
240
248
280

c1355

6940/15640
2040/3220
940/1100
950/400

c2670

14510/30400
17620/14830
8920/6300
8670/5830

LGSynth89 benchmarks
c6288

17090/23980
8660/18200

b9

70/70
90/50
70/30
230/30

rot

5860/22380
2000/2270
2560/1570
2660/1220

12870/10920
16370/8750

formation (columns labeled bgr) and power
estimation (columns labeled pwr) phases of our
power estimator for some small circuits. Figures
l(c) and (d) and Table II show similar data for
some larger circuits from the ISCAS85 [1] and
LGSynth89 [5] benchmark sets.
Behavior graph formation is exponential in the
number of inputs to the circuit or subcircuit. It is
here that partitioning provides reduction in
execution time. As shown in Figures l(a) and
(c), in some cases the execution time drops off
exponentially as the number of partitions increases. This does not happen in all cases because
the execution time is more closely correlated to the
number of inputs in the subcircuit than the
number of gates.
Partitioning also has a dramatic effect on the
complexity of power estimation. Figures 11 (b) and
(d) show the substantial decreases in execution
time from even minimal partitioning. In Table III
we show average power estimates for the same
circuits. In all cases we assume the signal
probabilities of the primary inputs are all equal

x3

6510/20730
4700/9000
4520/5100
4130/3970

to 0.5 (all possible input vectors are equally likely),
transistor gate area is 1.5 Ixm2, gate capacitance per
square micron is 1.7 fF and the clock period is
10 ns. Note that as a result of partitioning, inputs
to partitions internal to the circuit might have
different input probabilities, which are accounted
for in the power estimation. The first column of
results in the table shows the average power over
all possible input vector combinations for an
unpartitioned circuit, as calculated by our program. The following columns show the same
calculation over partitioned circuits. Table IV
shows some typical power estimates on the
partitioned benchmark circuits from Figures
l(c) and (d). Figure 12 shows the partitioned
estimates never deviate more than 3% from the
estimates on unpartitioned circuits.

5.2. Sequential Results

Table V compares averagb power dissipation
estimates for sequential circuits. The line labeled
comb corresponds to circuits run ignoring the
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TABLE III Comparison of average power estimates (in IxW) for small static CMOS circuits,
Tctk= I0ns, W 1.5 gm, L= gm, Cg= 1.7 fF/gm2. (see also Fig. 12(a))
Partitions

Circuit

24.9
33.8
26.9
10.3
15.1
57.3

7seg
adder8
fastadd4
mux81
pridec
parity

2

4

8

16

26.0
33.8
26.9
10.2
15.1
57.3

26.0
33.8
26.9
10.2
15.1
57.3

26.0
33.9
26.9
10.2
15.1
57.2

26.0
34.4
26.9
10.2
15.1
57.1

TABLE IV Comparison of average power estimates (in, pW) for larger static CMOS circuits, Tck= 10ns,
W 1.5 pm, L lxm, Cg 1.7 fF/lxm (see also Fig. 12(b))

-.

LGSynth89 benchmarks

ISCAS85 benchmarks
Partitions

c 1355

32
64
108
164
200
240
248
280

419.59
420.11
419.17
422.99

c2670

1057.02
1054.41
1037.56
1059.69

b9

c6288

104.99
105.08
105.16
105.13

2520.03
2512.15

x3

rot

569.40
568.54
569.69
570.65

622.58
621.69
621.69
621.70

2515.29
2515.29

seg decoder
8- RC adder
4-bit LA adder
8-to-1

.I

oaa

*

i

)

C1355 (587 gates).
C2670 (1350 ga1:es)J
c6288 (2448 gates)l

x3 (898 g:es)

of parUUom

(b) Larger Circuits

(a) Small Circuits

FIGURE 12 Estimation accuracy for small and larger CMOS circuits.

effects of the sequential logic; the line labeled seq
shows power estimates using state space exploration in order to take into account state space
correlation. Clearly, incorporating sequential correlation is critical to accurate power estimates.

TABLE V Comparison of power estimates
circuit

gray5

ent7

cnt8

s386

comb
seq

39.25
6.52

14.16
2.31

16.31
2.32

140.34
8.05
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4500

3OOO

,exp!qratio.n.,
.nonincreme.ntal
seq. partitioning
exploration

20

10

35

Our combinational results show the circuit
partitioning results in a large gain in performance
with a very small loss in accuracy. Our sequential
results show that modeling the state space is
imperative for accurate power estimation of
sequential circuits, partitioning saves time, and
incremental state space exploration saves storage
space. This allows us to process larger circuits than
would otherwise be possible.
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